
EPISODE 202: “OUT-CASTED” – PART 1 
 

 
  

ARAWAK, NIGHT 2 
 

After having successfully voted off Margaret at last night’s tribal council, Cindy tries her 

hand at forming a smaller alliance then her previous alliance of 7. 

 

Cindy - I don't know if you got the pm I sent you or not, but, I got a confirmation from Brianna, 

Judd, and Morgan that they're interested in our five person alliance.  

Jamie - Sounds good to me! I'll talk to them as well. Thanks Cindy! 

Cindy - You're welcome. 

Jamie - BTW, r u close with both Brianna and Morgan? 

Cindy - Brianna knows that I want her and you to be in the bigger picture, Morgan is sort of iffy. If 

you can work on her, we'll be golden. 

Jamie - Be careful with Morgan. Her and Judd are pretty tight I know and she wont jump into 

anything. Maybe we should have Judd do the talking w/ her? 



 

While Morgan continues her flirtatious strategy, Gary gives her a dose of her own 

medicine. 

 

Gary - You make me laugh, I hope we can talk more in the future 

Morgan - Oh I so agree i love you hehe. 

Gary - I'm trying to stay close with people I think are fun & nice. And so far you are both those 

things. I got your back for real if you want 

 

Meanwhile, Cindy backtracks about comments she made during the first Tribal Council. 

 

 Morgan – CONFESSIONAL - With her little comment of using me as her "shield" pissed me off to 

the limits, and then after tribal she PM's me this; "I made that comment about keeping you 

around because.... as a joke. I just wanted to add it because I know that Jeff and Mark are going 

to put it into the episode. haha, it's still definitely you, me, Judd, Brianna, and Jamie for the 5." 

I am sorry, but not it's not working like that, you claim too use me as a shielf in front of 

everyone, and then, lie once again to my face and say Oh it was a joke for more air time, here 

I've noticed two things; a) She lies, and b) Either way she is using me. I really don't like her game 

play and I wont be alligning with her. 

 

Cindy - I made that comment about keeping you around because.... as a joke. I just wanted to add 

it because I know that Jeff and Mark are going to put it into the episode. haha, it's still definitely 

you, me, Judd, Brianna, and Jamie for the 5.  

Morgan - Its Okay  I was kinda feisty too haha 

Cindy - Good, by the way. Jamie feels really good about this ''5'' alliance. 

 

 Cindy – CONFESSIONAL - It's a toss up between Gary and Rafe on who's going. I want Gary to go 

next because he just seems more coniving than Rafe, but Rafe is more out there, and has been 

chatting it up with Judd, so I almost want to just send him home. Right now, I'm leaning more 

towards voting out Rafe. I REALLY want to win this next immunity comp. 

 

CAQUETIOS, NIGHT 2 

 
As Misty speculates on who was voted off on Caquetios, Danielle interrupts her by 

focusing on who to vote off from Caquetios. 

 

Misty - I wish we knew who got voted out of the other tribe. Got to love Shane by the way. Glad 

he's with us. 

Danielle - Me too! And I think it was Margaret on the other tribe. I so wish it was Morgan. I'm gonna 

throw this out there so don't get mad at me! What do you think of getting Bob Dawg whenever we 

lose immunity? 

Misty - If we ever lose immunity, I think that's not a bad decision. I've heard enough from others 

that he's been acting strangely.  

Danielle - There's no warm and fuzzies coming from him. 

 

Shane attempts to rally the troops. He foresees a future twist. While he was correct 

that a twist was just around the corner, he had no idea just what it would be. 



 

Shane - CAQUETIOS NEEDS TO STICK TOGETHER TO THE END. THAT BEIND SAID, SHANE SMELLS A 

DUMBASS TWIST, POSSIBLY AFTER THE 2ND TC. WITH THAT SAID, HERE IS THAT PLAN FOR A 

POSSIBLE TWIST. THE TWIST WOULD PIT SOME CAQUETIOS MEMBERS OVER THERE AND SOME OF 

THEM OVER HERE. NOW, WHATEVER SIDE HAS MORE MEMBERS OF CAQUETIOS NEEDS TO THROW 

THE CHALLENGES AND VOTE OFF THE MEMBERS OF THE BIRD TRIBE, WHICH IN EFFECT, IS SAVING 

THE OTHER TRIBE THAT HAS THE MINOIRTY OF CAQUETIOS MEMBERS.  

 

 

FOR EXAMPLE IT GETS SPLIT  

 

TRIBE 1 4 BIRD TRIBE 3 CAQUETIOS  

 

TRIBE 2 5 CAQUESTIOS 3 BIRD PEOPLE.  

 

IN THAT INSTANCE, TRIBE 2 WOULD THROW CHALLENGES TO VOTE OFF THE 3 BIRD PEOPLE AND 

THAT WILL ALSO SAVE THE OTHER CAQUESTIOS MEMBERS. THEN AT A MERGE, WE ALL COME 

TOGETHER AND VOTE OUT THE REST OF THE BIRD PEOPLE. OF COURSE TO MAKE IT REALLY WORK 

WE REALLY REALLY REALLY NEED TO WIN THIS NEXT CHALLENGE.  

 

U MAY BE THINKING, "WHAT IF THE OTHER TRIBE COMES AND SEES THIS TOPIC?"  

 

WELL WHO CARES, IF THEY ARE ON THE MINORITY, THEN WE THROW THE CHALLENGES ANYWAY 

AND THEY LEAVE, AND THEY CANT DO ANYTHING ABOUT IT. IF THEY ARE ON THE MAJORITY, THEN 

THE OTHER TRIBE WILL HAVE THROWN THE CHALLENGES AND THEN THEY WILL BE VOTED OUT AT 

MERGE. SO MY FELLOW CAQUESTIOS, PLEASE SIGN IF YOU LIKE THIS IDEA, OR AM I JUST A LOONEY 

ASSHOLE? 

Bob Dawg - I concur 

Danielle - As far as getting the Arawak out, yeah I think it would work. It would depend on there 

being a switch twist though. 

Misty - I agree that would be a good plan. But should we post this for them to read should they 

come to this camp?  

Shane - DID YOU OR DID U NOT READ THE ENTIRE PASSAGE? 

Bob Dawg - Noone reads his shit anyway(except me, im fascinated by retards), so no harm, no foul. 

Cirie - Bob, there's logic in his insanity. I really adore everyone here and I want to make sure that 

we all get to the endgame. You guys know I'm in! 

Courtney - That sounds like a plan! Good thinking Shane! 

Mark Burnett - I'm surprised none of you caught his mathematical error. After the next boot there's 

16 players left, not 15. But no one ever said Shane was the next Archimedes 

Danielle - Careful or you'll end up on his shit bitch list! 

Shane - NO SHIT SHERLOCK, I USED IT AS AN EXAMPLE U POMPUS CLAM SHIT!!! NICE TRY HIDING 

THE MERGE TRIBE COLOR, ITS ON YOUR AVATAR AND PROBST! YOU ARE DEFINITLY PUSHING THE 

SHIT BITCH LIST! 

 

Cirie – CONFESSIONAL - I don’t want to point out when someone’s being stupid or naïve… even 

when I’m right. There’s no reason to antagonize anyone this early, even if they’re harming the 

tribe’s future success. Honestly, I don’t care if this ship stays afloat or sinks, as long as I’m the 

one nearest to the lifeboat. 



 

It seems as though the more Shane gets agitated, the more likeable he becomes. 

 

 Misty - Honestly, I keep changing my mind about Cirie. I talk to her and then I pull back from 

telling her too much about what I know. I almost told her about Terry being the one who calls the 

shots but after hearing her explantion for her vote, I pulled back and just said I had a suspicion of 

Danielle and Terry. The problem is that she keeps insisting so hard that she's soooooo out of the 

loop. She doth protest too much. So I said that we're both on good terms with everyone so it's not 

so bad. I told her I talked to her and Terry the most. Just in case she was close to him. 

 

Cirie - I hope that your day was wonderful!  I guess that the tribal council must've just ended. 

Misty - Oh hey! I wasn't able to be around much tonight either. Do we have any idea who got voted 

out? Got to love Shane by the way. Have you read his post? 

Cirie - I haven't heard anything about who got voted out. We probably won't know until the next 

immunity challenge. And I just read Shane's post. God~ he's such a character! 

  

Cirie – CONFESSIONAL - Misty is a smart, perceptive player. She’s been prodding everyone for 

answers and it’s only a matter of time before she figures out that there is an alliance against her. 

I think she’s my biggest threat, because she has already established ties with Danielle and 

Courtney. Our alliance isn’t necessarily the most stable one and she can easily infiltrate the 

group and steal some people over to her side. She needs to go… and fast! 

 

Feeling threatened by Misty’s likeability, Cirie guns for her even harder. 

 

 Courtney – CONFESSIONAL - I am not close to everyone else. They ignore me. I am suspicious of 

like all of them. Shane and Melinda especially becuz they act dumb but are probably in control. I 

do not know tho. Everyone seems like they are in control but me... 

 

Cirie - It sounds like both Terry and Shane aren't really happy with Misty. Terry wasn't pleased 

when he figured out that she was comparing our answers last night and trying to figure out where 

we stood. I guess people feel like she could be a threat down the road and she might not be a 

team player. On the other hand, Danielle was telling me that Bob Dawg has rubbed a lot of 

people the wrong way! I haven't even really talked to the guy, but I'll take her word on it. I guess 

Dani was hoping that he will go first. 

Courtney - I don't know what to think of Misty. She has talked to me more than most people so I 

sort of like her for that but she did ask me a lot of questions. She probably is comparing 

everyone's information. Bobby seems a little weird to me. He said hi to him and he answered a 

little bit but then he blew me off. Can I talk to Danielle about this or should I not indicate that 

we have talked about this stuff? 

Cirie - Oh yeah! Go ahead and talk to Danielle about it. There's nothing to really hide... Just let 

her know that it was me that tipped you off, so she doesn't think it's one big conspiracy or 

something! 

Courtney - Okay sounds good! Misty just PM'd me to tell me that Danielle wants Bob Dawg out. Do 

you think Misty and Danielle are in an alliance together? 

Cirie - Hm... That's interesting. So, Danielle is openly campaining for Bob Dawg already? SHe must 

have serious beef with the dude. 

 



Cirie – CONFESSIONAL - Y’know, if people in this tribe were actually comparing notes, I think 

they would find me to be a conniving and ruthless bitch. However, I think most people perceive 

me as endearing, sweet, and friendly. And I’m honestly that kind of person in real life! This game 

is strictly business and you have to ignore certain feelings and emotions to make the right moves. 

I really hope to preserve friendships after this game is over, but I won’t be afraid to backstab 

anyone if it serves my best interests. 

 

Despite Cirie’s efforts, Misty’s friendly ways strike a chord with the other tribe 

members. 

 

Misty - I'm so glad you're in our tribe Shane. Love everyone here! <3 

Shane - ME? YOU BEING SARCASTIC? YOU REALLY LIKE SHANE? 

Misty - No sarcasm at all. Unless someone is telling you different. I've been quite 

complementary whenever you get brought up. If anyone brings you up I've said you're way out 

there but I like you a lot. 

Shane - SHANE IS TOUCHED, AND SHANE HAS NO PROBLEM WITH MISTY EITHER. *SHAKES HAND* 

JUST STAY AWAY FROM MY GOD DAMN STUMP AND IT WILL STAY WITH WAY. 

Misty - Cool. I'll get my own stump. And I'll make sure to keep away from you if I need to do any 

exercises.  

 

Shane - SHANE WOULD OFFICALLY PREFER BOB DEUCE TO GO OVER MISTY. THEN MISTY CAN GO, 

SHE IS SNIFFING AROUND TO MUCH. WHO ELSE ARE U TALKING TO BESIDES COURTNEY THATS NOT 

IN OUR ALLIANCE ABOUT THE VOTE? 

Danielle - I talked a little to Misty, made sure nothing slipped. She kept messaging me and yeah, 

she was trying to snoop. I'm with you on this one, Bob needs to go. Misty can go next. Heck, I can 

probably get Misty to vote with us. 

 

Cirie’s attempts to get Misty out of the game have begun to backfire. 

 

Shane - WELL AS U KNOW I TELL U EVERYTHING IN THIS GAME AND CIRIE JUST PMED ME WITH THIS: 

“I can already see a problem with Danielle being close to Misty. *shrugs* But, as long as us five 

stick together, it really doesn't matter what order we pick the rest off...” I DONT KNOW WHAT 

SHE IS TALKING ABOUT, AND U CANT LET HER KNOW I GAVE U THIS, BUT I THINK IN A ROUND 

ABOUT WAY NEED TO MAKE SURE SHE KNOWS U ARENT CLOSE TO MISTY. 

Danielle - Can do, and no way, I would vote Misty out first if Bobby weren't being such a douche. 

Shane - HAHA ALRIGHT COOL BEANS 

Danielle - Have a good night and I'll work on Cirie tomorrow. I guess my trying to get rid of Bobby 

came off as more protection for Misty to her. Whatever I guess, she'll see I don't care one way or 

the other when Misty leaves week 2. 

 

 Danielle – CONFESSIONAL - For some reason I trust Cirie the least. It's weird but she gives me 

this feeling that even if she is 100% in our alliance, she's the least friendly with me. I'd like to 

trust her more but I don't know. 

 

ARAWAK, DAY 3 

 



After having gone to Tribal Council, the game hits certain players on Arawak rather 

harshly. 

 

Gary - now that we're alone...wanna make a real deal? 

Morgan - Sure well I will share my information if you share yours 

 

Feeling vulnerable after being labeled “inactive” at the last Tribal Council, Rafe decides 

to step up his game. 

 

 Rafe – CONFESSIONAL - More plotting, more scheming, just....more. I know, I suck at this 

confessional stuff. I kinda suck at the "insta-bonding" too, which can be a huge detriment for me, 

if people are already bff's and I'm just kind of there. Getting to see a bit more of people, I can 

see that there will be a couple people that would end up getting on my nerves after a while. 

Short term at least, though, I can deal with someone annoying me if they are going to be good at 

challenges. You got me all paranoid at TC last night with the "lost and confused" question, now 

I'm wondering if someone said that about me and trying to figure out who it was. I briefly 

considered going on a Lextastic rampage trying to find out who may have said it, but I decided 

that wouldn't be my best move at this point in the game, lol! 

 

Rafe - Has anyone approached you about an alliance yet? I don't want to seem all pushy or 

anything, but I don't want to end up out in the cold because I didn't approach anyone, know what 

I mean? 

Jamie - Well, not really. I think Judd and I have talked a couple times but nothing concrete. We 

could work up something if you'd like?  

Rafe - That's cool, I've been talking to Judd a bit too, lol! I like him, and he seems to know what 

he's doing, so I think he would be a good person to allign with. Hopefully he'll be around for a bit 

before the challenge to night so we can talk to him about it. 

Jamie - I agree completely but Judd hasn't been on lately. But we should definitely approach him 

about it and keep him updated. Have you talked to any of the girls at all? 

Rafe - Cindy seems pretty cool, and like she wants to win and plans on being around a lot. 

Jamie - Yeah, Cindy is great and like you said she is around alot. She's the leader I would say at the 

moment if we had to choose. I havent talked with Bri and Morgan that much at all. 

Rafe - I haven't really either. Bri seems pretty quiet, and Morgan is quite the fiesty one, lol! I PMed 

Bri a bit ago, but she hasn't replied. I'm kind of just trying to feel out where people are at, 

without offering alliances to everyone in case they end up being an asshole that I don't want to 

be around, lol! 

 

While Jamie entertains Rafe’s notions of a new alliance, he and Brianna discuss their 

current one with Cindy. 

 

 Brianna – CONFESSIONAL - It's time for Brianna to be the gardener. And when I say garden, I 

mean that I am going to start plant seeds in people's heads to get Cindy out of the game. I mean 

everyone else seems active enough so she can't use that card anymore. Cindy needs to go. 

 

Jamie - Hi Brianna. Did Cindy talk to you yet? 

Brianna - Yeah, I was talking to Cindy yesterday. It seems that the plan is golden! 



Jamie - But, I am still kinda out of the loop. Cindy explained that it was me-you and her. Are you 

cool with that? She also said that we have Judd and Morgan but Cindy said she was iffy about 

Morgan. Have you talked with Morgan alot? 

Brianna - I have only talked to Morgan once or twice, so I have no clue on her, should we get a 

back up? 

Jamie - Yeah, I haven't talked much w/ Morgan either and Cindy said the same. I kinda tried to see 

where she was at last night but she didn't seem interested really. She was just like "Okay, 

whatever." Who would u think is a good back-up? 

Brianna - I think Gary would be a good back-up. I have talked to him a lot and he seems to want to 

be in an alliance and I am pretty sure he would go for it. 

Jamie - Sounds good. 

 

…And Judd takes control in quite detailed length. 

 

Jamie - Hey Judd. Sup dude. Anything new going around these parts? 

Judd - By now, you're probably well aware of Cindy's little 5-person alliance plan that she's 

pushing. And it sounds all well and good, because I like just about everyone in that group and I 

think we could be strongest with that basic core foundation. My only problem is the dilemma you 

brought up a couple of days ago when you mentioned that the girls might be together. I strongly 

suspect Cindy wants to go down to this five, and then pick off us two if it comes to it. And even 

though Morgan/Brianna don't seem very tight with Cindy, it would put them in a good position if 

they went along with that gameplan. So I told Cindy we should pull in Gary as a #6, in case of a 

shuffle or twist or something. But the real reason I want him to be some part of this alliance is 

that I want to ensure the girls can't just pick off us guys. If we don't stay somewhat strong as a 

unit, we're going to be victims of Cindy's frantic gameplay, and I don't want that to happen. So 

just be nice to Gary, and let's make sure we can pull him to our side if it ever comes to that. I'm 

playing to get you and me as far as possible in this game, and that means planning for the future 

a little bit. 

Jamie - OMFG! I thought about this exact same thing! Verbatim! Great minds think alike. Anyway, I 

agree completely. If it got down to us 5, I can see the girls totally banding together. But, do you 

really think Gary is a good idea? I thought you were close w/ Rafe? Rafe and I have been talking 

and he says he really likes you. I am not sure where Gary stands. I promise you that Rafe would 

be more loyal than Gary but I don't know your relationship with Gary. Besides that, I am iffy 

about Morgan. When I kinda danced around what Cindy proposed to me, to Morgan, she kinda just 

blew it off. I wa spretty surprised. I think she is pissed at Cindy because Cindy said something 

about keeping Morgan until the merge so Shane could target her, and we'd have a target off of 

us. 

Judd - Oh, cool that's we're thinking on the same page. We'll be a force to be reckoned with in this 

game, my man. And I had just picked Gary because he had been more active on that first night in 

terms of communication and whatnot, so I had assumed early on that he might be a more 

beneficial ally, but now that Rafe's opened up and really started getting conversations running 

with people, I'm more than willing to consider him being tight with us as well. I feel pretty solid 

with both of those guys, so I would guess that at this point, there's no reason not to keep good 

relationships with both of them, and just see where that goes. Honestly, I'd probably rather have 

either one of them than Cindy, just because she's so all-over-the-place with her strategy, and the 

guys seems a bit more calm and focused. But that's moving a little too far ahead for right now, 

when we need to focus on keeping our bonds and winning challenges. Morgan's been blowing 

Cindy off for some time, but yeah, I would think Cindy's little TC comment might have irritated 



her. Like I said, they don't seem to get along, but at the same time, if it's a show, I don't want to 

fall for that trap. Morgan's a hardcore gamer, and if she thinks she can use and abuse a little 

alliance with the girls, she'll do it in a hearbeat. 

Jamie - Yeah, Cindy is something else. She's very blunt as well. I do know she is tight with Brianna 

and I have nothing on Brianna. Also, I forgot to tell you, but Cindy said she wanted to get rid of 

RAFE next and bring in Gary. Why, Rafe, I have no idea, but I remember her saying that she felt 

you were close w/ him so maybe that could have partly been the reason. Anyway, I don't like the 

idea of getting rid of Rafe at all. He's opening up, he likes both of us, and he's pretty active. But 

Cindy and Brianna seem gung ho about it.. 

Judd - Well, we want it to be Brandon, obviously, and not just for us, but for the good of the tribe. 

Rafe could help us, whereas Brandon's got very little to offer at this point. I mean, it's not even 

ulterior motives here, it's the fact that if we cut Rafe over Brandon, we're just going to be 

keeping our biggest liability, and I don't want to go the way of Ulong. So if they bring it up, we 

need to convince them it's Brandon, not Rafe. Maybe we can bring Morgan on board if she's pissed 

at Cindy. Booting Rafe hurts the tribe, and it hurts us as a pair, because it just better positions 

Cindy and Brianna. 

Jamie - Sounds good. Anyway gotta go! See ya at the challenge! 

 

 Judd – CONFESSIONAL - The 5-person alliance has solidified now, but I'm not completely secure 

with it because I don't feel like I can trust Cindy and Brianna whatsoever (especially with Jamie 

telling me they're close and that Cindy wants to cut Rafe because she thinks I'm close to him). So 

I told Jamie and Gary of the chance of the women coming together in a block and eliminating the 

men, which I don't see happening because Cindy's so clueless and Morgan likely won't go siding 

with her, but I'm going to sell it like that anyway because I want to keep the puppet strings firmly 

in my hand and that means cutting out any possible dissension, even if I think I could manage it. 

 

Judd spins his web further. 

 

Judd - So, enjoying all the eccentricities of our tribe? Brandon, the quiet, robotic one. Morgan, the 

quirky, sometimes borderline scary one. Judd, the loud, obnoxious one. Cindy, the hyperactive 

one. And Brianna, the cute one. I wanted to be the cute one.  

Brianna - Aww Judd, you are the cute one to me I do like the tribe for the most part thought =) 

Judd - Brandon's by far my favorite. Don't you just love how when he talks, it's like he's not a 

human being? 

 

 Brianna – CONFESSIONAL - Okay apparently everyone wants an alliance right now... with me! I 

have one with Gary. I think I have one with Judd and Morgan. Now I have one with Jamie and I 

think he is trying to pull a 3-way deal with me, him and Rafe. I don't really feel comfortable with 

staying with that if I do choose so. I feel more comfortable with Gary or Judd and Morgan. I 

realize that Judd and Morgan are the leaders of the tribe, that only makes me there dog and I 

hate being a dog. With Rafe and Jamie, I don't know where I stand... and then there is Gary. So if 

Gary and I stick together I think I will be okay and in charge. I like that... 

 

Judd continues to reach out to his tribe mates and shape the game in his favor… against 

Cindy. 

 

Judd - Just so you know, I've been talking with a couple of the guys, and they said they like you as 

much as I do, so I think we might get something going on on that front, if you're interested. I 



mean, I don't want to get all clique-ish or anything, I just know that Cindy is turning some people 

off with her blatant strategizing and I know Brandon really needs to open up a bit more if he 

wants to have a chance at this game, so I've kind of been looking at people to tell who our best 

group is both for challenges and for having the most fun in the future. Just tell me what you 

think, and maybe we can figure out what we want to do. I don't want to have to scramble before 

TC or anything like that, you know? 

Gary - sounds great brutha! so far I only really talk to you and I've had some minor chats with like 4 

other really cool people. Cindy is most definately rubbing people the wrong way,I've barely 

talked with Jamie. So I'd be good either way. Brandon seems like his head is in the right place, 

but he really needs to find his feet. 

Judd - Yeah, Cindy's really the only person I don't get along with, and Brandon's obviously very 

quiet and reserved, so it's hard to know what he's thinking. I like Morgan and Brianna; I just don't 

want them to stick with Cindy, is all. 

 

Judd and Morgan, or “Jugan” as they call themselves, discuss the best boot for the 

safety of the tribe. 

 

Judd - Hey, Morgan. Ready for a challenge victory tonight? Also, I'd just like to point out that 

Cindy's answer at TC about keeping you around as a shield for Shane or whatever made me laugh 

to no end. Seriously, the girl's truly oblivious sometimes. If anyone a buffer, it's her, and it's not 

like the Shane thing was a big deal anyway - just a little competitive tribal interaction. You 

know, we've actually got a lot of crazies on our tribe, actually. Brandon, the silent one who acts 

a bit like a robot. Cindy, the lunatic one that runs around hatching a new strategy every 3 

seconds. And, of course, us two, who are our own sort of crazy.  

Morgan - LMAO. I can agree with that. But say if we lose; who would you want out? cos' seriously, 

after TC Cindy PMed me going "I hope everything is okay between us, I only said it as a joke for 

more air time", either way shes still using me xD My votes going for her, I just really dislike her. 

haha. Unless you have a magical way to sway my mind 

Judd - No way Cindy was saying that as a joke. In her delusional mind, she really thinks you're 

being kept to guard against Shane. The chick's got no self-awareness. Honestly, I'd be okay with 

seeing her gone, simply because it would calm everyone down and keep the super-strategic-

constantly-strategizing-energizer-bunny out of the game. She's just getting annoying with all of 

the plots, and I don't think it's helpful to us. At the same time, if Brandon doesn't step up, he 

might be the best boot just for the good of the tribe. I don't think anyone expects Jugan right 

now. Perfect. 

Morgan - Haha, I know its excellent, well thats just where I stand as of now, I feel like everyone 

kinda put Brandon in the spotlight he may have something good too offer, but seriously look at 

the big picture, Cindy wasn't at all too crash hot herself at the challenge the other day. lolol. 

so..I dunno? I will just see what goes down first but I wanted to let you know that Cindy is it for 

me right now  

Judd - Yeah, I agree with you completely. I want to see how they perform tonight, and use that to 

get a better picture of what they really have to offer us. If Brandon's got anything, that probably 

makes him more useful than Cindy - we just have to see that anything, first. 

 

 CAQUETIOS, DAY 3 

 



As Caquetios awakens to another beautiful day in Aruba, the talk of the tribe seems to 

focus around Bob Dawg. 

 
Terry - So who do you think went home from their tribe? *crosses fingers for Morgan* And what 

about our tribe, do you like everyone? I click with all of you except one. 

Misty - Who's the one? Bobby? You mentioned him the other time. 

Terry - Yeah. I don't have anything against the guy...but this morning, I sent him a nice pm and to 

my "Anything new with you?" question, he's like " nah, you?" not even a "Hi, what's up!" or 

anything. I think it's rude... 

Misty - Oh yeah. I tried to talk to him yesterday but he was a little standoffish I found. 

Terry - Hmm with you too? Why is he rude like that? I'll confess it to you right now...I think I might 

vote for him if we lose tonight, just basing it on who I bonded with. Would you vote with me? 

Misty - I'm with you. I don't know if he's like that all the time or what but he's not making friends 

like that. 

Terry - So maybe we should pass the word around? 

Misty - I don't think it will be a problem. Honestly, you're not the only one who's expressed some 

irritation with him. I think he's like that with everyone. 

Terry - All right, I'm glad I'm not the only one. I wonder why he's like that. Too bad, he's actually a 

pretty funny guy, but in pms, he rubs me the wrong way... Okay so thanks Misty, you're great. 

Misty - Hey. No problem. I'll let you know if I hear anything. 

Terry - Yup, let's keep each other informed on the vote tonight so there's no surprises. As for 

myself, I'm definitely voting for Bobby. 

 

Cirie’s seeds of doubt are starting to come to fruition. However, by keeping herself out 

of the limelight, Cirie becomes the fourth wheel of Terry, Danielle and Shane. 

 

Shane - JUST CHECKING IN MY FELLOW CAPTAIN AMERICA TODAY. CHALLENGE TONIGHT, ITS YOUR 

TURN TO COMPETE AND KICK SOME BIRD ASS! 

Terry - Don't worry about it, Shane, I'll kick some bird ass tonight!! I think I'm fast enough and I 

know how to post images (lol) so I'm good. I was just talking with Misty and she casually brought 

up that she doesn't get along with Bobby...I didn't even have to bring it up! Btw, she agrees with 

that vote if we lose tonight's IC (which we won't). 

Shane - DANIELLE AND CIRIE KINDA LED MISTY AROUND THE IDEA OF BOB DAWG GOING NEXT. 

SHANE REALLY DOESN'T LIKE ALL HER SNOPPING AROUND, AND I THINK SHE WOULD HAVE TO 

LEAVE AFTER THE DAWG. 

Terry - You know what, Shane? I was JUST thinking about that too. Like 15 minutes ago. Misty and 

her sniffing around is getting annoying...trying to find too many cracks, and it's getting on my 

nerves. lol. I'm glad we're thinking the same way. Let's just tell our good ol' Danielle about that 

idea for now. We don't know how much we can really trust Cirie and Melinda with potential 

second boot info...you know what I mean? 

Shane - TERRY YOU READING MY (LOONEY) MIND. CIRIE AND MELINDA KNOW WHAT THEY NEED TO 

KNOW FOR NOW. WHEN THE TIME COMES, MISTY WILL BE INTRODUCED TO THEM AS THE SECOND 

BOOT. ITS JUST US 3 THAT KNOW THAT FOR NOW. 

Terry - So when Danielle pops up, we can pm her with that info about Misty. I love where we're 

standing in the tribe right now. If we lose tonight's IC and the votes go down like we planned, 

we'll control Caquetios, with our 3-ppl alliance (you me Dani) , your fake F2 deal with Cirie and 

my upcoming fake F2 deal with Melinda. This is delicious 

 



 Terry – CONFESSIONAL - My alliance with Danielle and Shane is actually much more interesting 

than usual. I pitched the idea about an "open alliance", where we really do tell each other 

everything about all the fake deals we make and whatnot. I had an alliance like that in a previous 

game, and it totally paid off...we all made F3 together! Right away, Shane and I got to talking 

and we realised we needed to get Cirie and Melinda to REALLY trust us. We had the idea to make 

fake F2 deals with both of them. Shane already did it with Cirie, and right away, he told me 

about it. Perfect. THAT'S what an open alliance is all about ! We agreed I should make one with 

Melinda, and that's what I'll do as soon as she logs in Then, we talked some more (I really like 

that guy, even though he's nuts.) and he told me his ideas about if we even have a swap with the 

tribes. I agreed with it, I think he said Danielle did too. Then, out of the blue, he posted it in the 

open forums....lol, o-kay, I didn't expect that. But it's all right. Anything that draws attention 

away from me, I love. 

 

 Melinda – CONFESSIONAL - I definitely feel like an underdog! I really came into this game 

thinking I could run the show. But once I got here I realized that I haven't played in an online 

game for several years now, and never in a message board game, and I am sure several of these 

people have. So I guess I'm the newbie, and that definitely makes me an underdog. 

 

Terry solidifies his plans of the 3 person alliance with himself, Danielle and Shane. 

Meanwhile, Danielle begins a topic about Margaret, in which she gives her god-like 

characteristics. 

 

Terry - Hey Danielle, how are you? Misty knows it's gonna be BobDawg tonight. We clued her in on 

the vote and she totally agrees! I don't like her though, all her sniffing around and her trying to 

find cracks every 2 seconds is pretty annoying, lol. Shane and I even talked about her maybe 

being our second boot after Bobby? 

Danielle - I would be infinitely cool with Misty going second. She's really trying to snoop around, 

floating really. Yeah, I don't know how much I can trust Cirie and Melinda either. You and Shane I 

feel I can trust, and if either of you are playing me then congrats to you cause I'm sure falling for 

it. 

Terry - I'm thrilled you feel the same way about Misty! What?? Lol Danielle, you know we're not 

playing you right? Us 3 have told each other everything so far. I trust you two immensely. Btw, 

WE'RE the ones playing Shane. Remember our F2 deal? Lol 

Danielle Yeah, I know you're not playing with me, and I'm definitely not playing you. But i don't 

know if Cirie and Melinda are 100% with us. I kind of want to go to Tribal just to see where 

people are at right now. If Bobby left then I would be really relieved and we would all know our 

alliance is true. I wouldn't throw a competition, especially since we need this one in case of a 

switch, which is coming pretty soon. 

Terry - Well Shane did tell you about what deal he made with Cirie and what deal I'll make with 

Melinda, right? That alone should keep them on our side. You know what I'm talking about , right? 

And why are you guys so set on a switch? We haven't had any clue to anything so far... 

Danielle - Shane did tell me and yeah, I'm pretty confident it'll work out, but I'm still kind of 

nervous waiting to see what happens. My gut just tells me we're going to have a switch. 

Hallelujah if I'm wrong but I can sense it coming. ESP! Can we take Margaret to the final 6 just 

for the fun of it? <3 <3 <3 

Terry - Don't be nervous. As long as we tell each other everything and we don't doubt ourselves, 

we'll make it to the end. It's obvious. I really hope we don't have a switch...but if we do, Shane's 

plan actually makes sense! Hell yeah on Margaret. <3 <3 <3 



Danielle - If they really got rid of Margaret I'm so calling them out on Challenge Beach.  

I've messaged Bobby so many times and he's never answered. I know Cirie probably wants Misty 

gone first since she thinks that I like her, but I don't know how much more Bobby I can take. 

 

Once again, Cirie pushes for Misty to go, and plants seeds of doubt into Terry’s mind 

about Danielle. 

 

 Misty – CONFESSIONAL - Okay. I'm getting a little tired at Terry and Cirie assuming I'm close to 

Courtney. The off-hand remarks referring to Courtney are kind of annoying. They're basically 

trying to say Courtney is good with them so I won't be suspicious if they make a move against her. 

 

Terry - Hey my favorite phat girl! How are you today? Nothing new to report about you on my part. 

I think everyone likes you 

Cirie - It looks like Bob Dawg and Misty are both being considered to be the first to go. I haven't 

really heard anything new since yesterday. But, there's one small problem... I've chatted with 

Courtney last night and I kind of got the feel that she's really tight with Danielle and Misty. I'm 

starting to think that the reason why Danielle is pushing to get rid of Bob Dawg so much is to 

protect Misty. It's not a big problem as long as the rest of the alliance stays strong, but Dani 

seems to be putting her eggs in different baskets. What do you think? 

Terry - Yup that's what I've heard too, Bob first Misty second. Really?? Oh, that's interesting... I 

wanna ask though...how did you get that feeling from Courtney? What did she say? Maybe 

Courtney is just trying to stir up some shit because she knows she's on the outside... But maybe 

you're right, maybe Danielle is on to bigger plans than we think! 

Cirie - Yeah, please don't spread it around, since it's just an odd suspicion right now. I'm 

completely loyal to us five, but I just want to make sure you and I are in a good position. It 

wouldn't be fun if you and I are 4th and 5th. Courtney told me that Danielle has been pushing the 

entire tribe to get rid of Bob Dawg. She said that she's been talking to Misty and she suggested 

that Misty and Danielle have a secret alliance. But, rereading the PMS, it sounds like she's 

unsure... On the record, I don't have any side deals with Courtney. It just kind of came up in 

conversation and I was thinking "Oh?" What do you think? 

Terry - Oh no I understand Cirie. I won't spread it around, trust me. It's great that you told me, 

now I trust you even more. And you're right, I really don't want to be 4th and 5th in the pact! 

I'll agree with Courtney on one thing : Danielle really has pushed the whole tribe to get rid of Bob 

Dawg. (even in a not-so-subtle pm to me with just this following message " Can we get rid of 

Bobby plz?") lol. But about that Misty-Danielle thing, who knows if Courtney is telling the truth. 

Maybe she is...but maybe she's just trying to stir up some shit. Btw, have you talked to Aras at 

all? He hasn't answered my old pm from yesterday. I guess he isn't that active. 

Cirie - I've been talking to the kid on/off in the last two days. He's not really active, but he will 

chime in once in awhile. We haven't really talked strategy, but we're fairly friendly towards one 

another. I guess he's not particularly keen on being assigned as the only winner in this game. But, 

not everyone can be Terry or Cirie. 

Terry - Yeah same here, that guy is friendly but we haven't had enough time to talk about anything 

more than small talk. 

 

Cirie – CONFESSIONAL – Terry noted that I was “his kind of player” when I was doing a 

mischievous act. It’s kind of like one tiger going up to another and saying “Hey! I like your 

stripes”. Terry and I both recognize the other as being strategic and manipulative. We’ll probably 



be competition somewhere down the road. But, how cool will it be in the strongest players 

actually made it to the end together? 

 

Cirie’s seeds of doubt begin to backfire as Terry tells Shane of Cirie’s suspicions. Shane 

then relays this information to his best friend Danielle. 

 

Shane - PLEASE TELL ME YOU ARENT IN SOME SECRET ALLIANCE WITH MISTY AND COURTNEY. I 

HIGHLY DOUBT YOU ARE BUT CIRIE STRONGLY BEIELVES U ARE. 

Danielle - Jesus Christ, I'm not. I just talk to them occasionally, and not about strategy. I was 

pushing for Bob Dawg because he just seems so negative. If she wants to get rid of Misty so bad 

then I'm fine with that, let's get rid of her first TC. See what I care. 

 

Courtney expresses some interest in getting to know Terry. 

 

Courtney - Hi Terry. Ready for the challenge today? 

Terry - Hey Courtney! Yes, I'm pumped! It's like really obvious we're gonna win again. Have you 

heard people talk about the first vote if we lose? I've heard BobDawg's name a lot. I'll think I'll do 

like everyone else and vote for him too. I don't mind, he doesn't really talk to me. Are you in too? 

Courtney - Yea I'm getting pumped too altho I'm getting a little anxious. Don't want to let the team 

down. I hope it's something I am good at. I really hope we don't lose but if we do I am fine with 

that too. Bob Dawg doesn't really talk to me either. Cirie and Misty both talked to me a little 

about the vote yesterday saying that Danielle was saying he was rubbing some people the wrong 

way. I haven't been around at all today until now though but I wanted to ask Danielle about it 

when I got the chance. What have you been hearing around camp? 

Terry - I wouldn't worry about it, Courtney. We're all doing the best we can! I hope I'll pull 

through too, actually. Just gotta keep a positive attitude. I've been hearing the exact same thing 

: nobody likes Bobby. 

Courtney - Who has been telling you that they don't like him? No one has told me that really. 

Terry - Well Danielle told me that nobody likes him so I don't really know. I guess nobody likes the 

way he doesn't pm back. I don't 

 

Courtney – CONFESSIONAL - I talk to Misty more than Bob Dawg but we have no alliance together 

and I think she just talks to everybody so I don't feel special loyalty to her. I don't think it will be 

a problem though because it seems like the vote is going towards Bobby. I do not feel like I am in 

the loop because I am getting this information second hand from Cirie but I think I can trust the 

voting stuff for at least this round which was a great relief 

 

Terry seems to have a problem with players asking him questions because just as Misty 

showed interest in him before, Courtney begins asking questions to Terry. Terry then puts two 

and two together… if Courtney is asking questions and Misty is asking questions, they must be 

aligned. He uses this reasoning to unjustly target Courtney and Misty. 

 

Terry - Courtney is just like Misty. She's sniffing me out so bad right now. Misty and Courtney are 

obviously together. 

Danielle - Shane is sending me these messages Cirie sent him saying that she thinks I'm with 

Courtney and Misty and "putting my eggs in different baskets". I guess I wanted Bobby out a 

little too bad, but Jesus Cirie, have a little faith. 



Terry – Like I just told Shane, I almost want these crazy sniffers gone before Bobby now. Let's talk 

after the challenge 

 

CHALLENGE BEACH, DAY 3 

 
Jeff Probst - Welcome guys, Today's reward will be slightly different so there are a couple of rules 

I'd like to lay down first.  

 

1. No discussion with anyone, whatsoever, during the 10 minutes this challenge will last.  

2. You must post only what I ask of you and NOTHING ELSE.  

3. You cannot change your post later.  

4. You must get it in before the 10 minutes are up.  

 

Now before I discuss the challenge, let me tell you the reward. You are playing for your right to 

vote at tomorrow's Tribal Council should your tribe lose the upcoming Immunity Challenge. 

Violation of any of the 4 rules above, or not participating in this challenge will result in your loss 

of vote.  

 

Now, in order to win your votes, all you have to do is post 1 word before 10 minute's time is up. 

Now, the hard part is that that one word will be saying goodbye to one of your tribemates 

forever. Both tribes will now vote off one of their tribemates live. Infront of everyone with NO 

EXPLANATIONS. If you succeed in voting for someone on your tribe, that cannot be yourself, you 

will be able to vote at the next tribal council. 

Shane - BOB DEUCE! 

Gary – Jamie 

Jeff Probst - 3 minutes remain. 

Morgan - Cindy. 

Cirie – Terry 

Brandon – Cindy 

Terry – Bobby 

Jeff Probst - 2 minutes. 

Bob Dawg – Terry 

Brianna – Cindy. 

Judd – Cindy 

Danielle – Bob Dawg 

Melinda – Bobby 

Rafe – Cindy 

Misty – Bob Dawg 

Courtney – Bobby 

Jeff Probst - Time's Up! 

Bob Dawg - Congrats Misty, I knew you were up to something 

Judd - What a crazy, crazy twist. 

Morgan - I loved it 

Shane - STFU BITCH, SHANES NOT IN THE MOOD FOR YOU TONIGHT. YOU ARE ALREADY NUMBER 1 

ON MY SHIT BITCH LIST. 

Morgan - No, stfu Shane, don't start with me buddy. Seriously. 

Misty - Don't worry, Bobby. I don't think you're going anywhere. 



Jeff Probst - Alright, for Caquetios:  

 

We have 6 Bobby's, and 2 Terry's.  

 

For Arawak we have:  

 

5 Cindy's and 1 Jamie.  

 

Alright, Cindy and Bob Dawg, you have both been voted off. 

Danielle - Why can't you guatamala people be more friendly? 

Cindy - What the hell, I'm gone already? haha, that sucks. 

Jeff Probst - Bob Dawg and Cindy, say your goodbyes, because you have been voted off of your 

tribe. that's the bad news...  

 

The good news is that you are still in this game. You have both been outcast from your respective 

tribes.  

 

As outcasts, you will now live with the other tribes. You are now immune unitl the merger. 

However, you will not have the ability to vote. You will not have the abiliity to play in 

challenges, so you are now useless to your new tribemates. However, there is a silver lining for 

you which you must keep 100% confidential. 

Rafe - Can they post with us? Even though they can't vote or compete? 

Jeff Probst - Oh yes, they can still PM and Post, they just have no value to you. 

Terry - What a crazy night in Aruba. 

Morgan - wowow. thats seriously flipped out. but pretty cool. Sorry to see you go Cindy (L) 

Bob Dawg - Cindy, Misty is the mastermind, shes the one who sent me the most pms, watch out 

Cirie - Okay, can we talk now? Or are you still Dq'ing posts? (i'm following the directions... if we're 

still not supposed to talk, just ignore this post) 

Gary - Welcome Bobby! Shane your short bus is waiting 

Danielle - Kick some shit up for us Bobby. And hopefully Margaret will return in a special twist. 

Jeff Probst - The 10 minutes are up, so you can talk now. Immunity Challenge will begin in 10 

minutes. Let me switch around Cindy and Bobby. Those of you who did not participate in this 

challenge will not be allowed to vote tomorrow should your tribe lose. 

 

The twist takes everyone by surprise. Arawak welcomes their new tribemate. 

 

Bob Dawg - All bow down to the might Deuce layer 

Judd - Bob Dawg is my new favorite member of Arawak. Sorry, Marg. 

Morgan - Welcome Bob-Dawg. want a drink? my milkshake brings all the boys to the yard. 

Bob Dawg - I'd love a taste, these are more my diggs anyway. 

Brianna - Is Ms. Flip Flop officially gone? 

Gary - What up Bob Dawg!!! 

Brandon - We might as well welcome our new tribe member in style. Anyone have a bottle of Jack 

Daniels handy? 

Morgan - Morgan will make milkshakes on the house for everyone 

Rafe - Her milkshake does nothing for me. No offense, Morgi Orgy. 

Judd - So who are our 4? I'd say Morgan, since she actually got a point for us last round. I'll 

volunteer, too. Who else wants to play? 



Brianna - I think that Brandon and Rafe should play this time. I am happy to sit out. 

Brandon - Yeah, i want in this one, since I sat out last time. 

Morgan - Ohh and Bob-Dawg I have magic and my nicknames Morgi orgi you likeky? I think ya do 

so we need four people to partake in the challenge, any opinions? 

Brianna - What about Ms. Morgasm 

Judd - Why the hell have I never heard this nickname before? It's the best. nickname.ever. So, 

Rafe, Gary, who else? Brandon, you want in? 

 

Meanwhile on Caquetios… 

 

Cindy - Hey new tribe!!! 

Terry - Lol hey Cindy ! Congrats on making the merger. 

Misty - Welcome to the tribe, Cindy!  

Danielle - Welcome Cindy. If you promise to kick Morgan's ass the first chance you get, we will give 

you a badge! 

Cindy - Those stupid freaking idiots will be my targets! Those bitches thought they could get rid of 

me, hahaha!!! I'll out last all of them, please, make my dream come true!!! 

Melinda - Am I playing the challenge then? Is it Misty, Terry, Courtney, and Me? Or Cirie? 

Cirie - I'm game! 

Aras - If I do play, it will be slightly on the slow side, I am just on my bed with no desk, so I wont 

be uber fast like when I have my desk and big keyboard up and running...lol If I dont play, good 

luck ladies! And welcome Cindy! 

Cindy - Want info on the other tribe? Morgan, Rafe, Brianna, Brandon, and Judd are in a 5-person 

alliance. Morgan is the tribe leader, I knew that I'd be their next target, btw. Jamie and Gary will 

be the next ones to go, most likely, on their tribe. 

Courtney - I am supposed to play. I am reeling from what just happened. Hi Cindy 

Danielle - I love you Cindy. 

Terry - Thanks cindy. Morgan is their leader ? Who would've guessed that?! 

Shane - LETS GO CAQUETIOS LETS SHOW CINDY HOW IT IS DONE! 

 

The challenge is set to begin. 

 

Jeff Probst - Okay then: Melinda, Misty, Terry, Courtney vs. Brandon, Rafe, Gary, Judd ? 

Judd - Sounds good, Jeff. 

Terry - Let's go. 

Jeff Probst - Alright, we'll go with those 8.  

 

The challenge is quite simple. I will be PMing you each 4 images via PM here on Challenge Beach. 

You must then combine all 16 pieces to form a 4x4 puzzle. You must post the pieces as they were 

given to you, meaning in html form. You shouldve been practicing how to do this if you weren't 

already aware. So take 5 minutes to formulate a strategy and I'll send out the images at exactly 

8:40.  

 

You can construct the puzzle in your tribe threads, but you must post the final puzzle here in this 

thread. Also, I'm the only one who gets to PM on Challenge beach. 

 



At 8:40, the puzzle pieces are sent out. The plans for Arawak are to post all of the 

pieces in a common forum and then try to solve the puzzle. Gary attempts to post them one at a 

time while Judd and Rafe get theirs posted within two minutes. 

 

Judd – (at 8:46) – 

 

 
 

While 3 of the 4 competitors have already posted their pieces, Arawak runs into a snafu 

as Brandon does not know how to copy/paste images into their forum. 

 

Brandon - Help! When I click on the pieces, they do not pop up in a separate browser screen. 

 

For Caquetios Terry, Courtney, Misty, and Melinda all post their pieces very quickly. 

Caquetios has a very different approach, they are going to put the pieces together in another 

program and then match up the links later. As this is going on, Shane takes this opportunity to 

trash-talk Arawak. 

 

Shane – “Want info on the other tribe? Morgan, Rafe, Brianna, Brandon, and Judd are in a 5-person 

alliance. Morgan is the tribe leader, I knew that I'd be their next target, btw. Jamie and Gary will 

be the next ones to go, most likely, on their tribe.” THIS IS FROM CINDY, SAVE YOURSELVES JAMIE 

AND GARY! SAVE YOU GOD DAMN SELVES! HEY BOBBY U GOTTA DEUCE ALL OVER AT THE BIRD 

PLACE! 

Cindy - When the hell is this merge going to happen??? 

Danielle - Jaime and Gary are my new heroes. But Margaret is still higher than you on my list. 

Shane - I KNOW D, ITS A SAD LOSS THAT SUCH A GREAT WOMEN LIKE MARGARET IS GONE. WE LOVE 

YOU MARGARET! 

Brianna - Cindy you were going to be our next target because you kept damn flipping so just sit 

down and be quiet. 

Morgan - That is complete and utter bullcrap. If anyone should know the truth it is that Cindy is 

trying to use me as her protection to get Shane out. 

Judd - I'm in an alliance I didn't even know about! Impressive! 

Morgan - I said the exact same thing to myself, I am baffled xD 

Gary - so you do like older guys! SWEET!!! 

Bob Dawg – XdeuceX 

Danielle - I don't know, you do seem like the leader of guatamala. 

Terry - GuotamolaOWNAGE ! 

Danielle - GWATAMALLAPWNAGE! 

Morgan - e, darling. E. Guatemala 



Brianna - I thought we were in Aruba... 

Shane - MORGAN I GOTTA HAND IT TO, YOU ARE THE SPELLING QUEEN! 

 

It’s 8:49 and Judd and Terry seem to be doing the most work on their tribes. 

 

Judd -  

 
Rafe - Judd, you are so much faster than I am. 

Terry - just gotta figure out the links and img tags. 

Cirie - Aw man, Terry! You got this! 

Jeff Probst - it's gotta be in HTML form. 

Shane - YES WE ARE ALMOST THERE ARAS U ARE THE BEST! 

Judd –  

    

 



 

 
 

Judd and Gary race to beat Caquetios to the thread and post the final completed puzzle. 

At 8:45, the winning tribe posts their puzzle with the losing tribe following at 8:46. 

 

Terry – 

 

 

 

 
 

Aras - Thats what Im TALKING about. 

Jamie - SHIIIIIIIT! 

Terry - 26 freakin seconds. *shakes Gary's hand* 

Shane - HAHAH YES TAKE THAT MORGAN BITCH IN YO FUCKING BITCH FACE! GOOD BYE GARY OR 

JAMIE WE HARDLY KNEW YE! 

Gary - That was freakin' hard 

Brianna - Congrats Chaquitos you beat us! 



Jeff Probst - And with that! Caquetios wins their 2nd Immunity in a row! Cindy, you may now join 

Caquetios back at their camp for the celebration.  

 

Arawak, I'm sorry, but I will have to see you again tomorrow where anyone but Bob Dawg may be 

voted off, and of course 1 of your players, Jamie, cannot vote because he did not participate in 

the reward challenge. Get back to camp, Outcasts good luck. 

 

To be continued… 

 

-Cindy joins the Caquetios tribe and has a rebirth by openly speaks with her new tribe 

-Cirie is in trouble as she voted with the out-cast, Bob Dawg, against her ally, Terry. 

-Misty and Courtney are pushed even further on the outs of Caquetios. 

-Arawak tries to keep their cool besides having their alliances outed to Caquetios and 

losing two challenges in a row. 


